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Uses of GWAS

➢Identify genes that are responsible for traits of interest:
▪
▪

▪

Humans
Animals
Plants

➢Understanding biological
mechanisms

the trait of
related to
interest



Human Genome Statistics

▪Number of Chromosomes : 23 pairs

▪Genome Size : 3,079,843,747 Base pairs
▪No of Genes : 32,185

Gene: This is a sequence of nucleotides in the

DNA that codes for a molecule (e.g., a

protein)



IMPORTANT FINDING



Let us identify signal (in from of SNPs) from GWAS DATA



 PLINK is a free, open-source designed to perform a range of basic, large-scale analyses in
a computationally efficient manner.

 PLINK is whole genome association analysis tool.

 PLINK has a well documented manual.

 Available for linux, MAC ansd MAC-DOS.

 Command line version is faster than graphical PLINK.

PLINK : Introduction



 Merge two or more files

 Extracts subsets (SNPs or individuals)

 Compress data in a binary file format

 PLINK has numerous useful features for managing and analyzing genetic data

 Read data in a variety of formats

 Recode and reorder files

PLINK : Multi-feature tool



 Genotype data is a text file

 Pedigree file (.ped)

 Map file (.map)

 Genotype data is a compressed binary file

 Fam File (.fam)

 Bim file (.bim)

 Bed file (.bed)

Input Files



Pedigree File - the first six columns are mandatory:

 Family ID

 Individual ID

 Paternal ID

 Maternal ID

 Sex (1=male; 2=female; other=unknown)

 Phenotype

PED Input File



MAP File has 4 columns:

 chromosome (1-22, X, Y or 0 if unplaced)

 rs# or snp identifier

 Genetic distance (morgans)

 Base-pair position (bp units)

MAP Input File



Others Input File



QC of genetic DATA

 A vital step that should be part of any GWAS is the use of appropriate QC.

 Without extensive QC, GWAS will not generate reliable results because raw
genotype data are inherently imperfect.

 Errors in the data can arise for numerous reasons, for example, due to poor quality
of DNA samples, poor DNA hybridization to the array, poorly performing genotype
probes, and sample mix‐ups or contamination.



The QC steps consist of filtering out of SNPs and individuals based on the following:

(1)individual and SNP missingness,

(2) inconsistencies in assigned and genetic sex of subjects (see sex discrepancy),

(3) minor allele frequency (MAF),

(4) deviations from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE),

QC of genetic DATA



Step Command Function
1: Missingness of SNPs 
and individuals

‐‐geno Excludes SNPs that are missing in a large proportion of the subjects. In 
this step, SNPs with low genotype calls are removed.

‐‐mind Excludes individuals who have high rates of genotype missingness. In 
this step, individual with low genotype calls are removed.

2: Sex discrepancy

‐‐check‐sex

Checks for discrepancies between sex of the individuals recorded in 
the dataset and their sex based on X chromosome 
heterozygosity/homozygosity rates.

3: Minor allele 
frequency (MAF)

‐‐maf Includes only SNPs above the set MAF threshold.

4: Hardy–Weinberg 
equilibrium (HWE)

‐‐hwe Excludes markers which deviate from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium.

Important Commands



 Data Preparation 

 Quality Control

 Clustering

 GWAS 

PLINK SESSION 



Example data

▪Download the example data from the  

course website (PLINK FOLDER)

– HapMap_3_r3_1.bed

– HapMap_3_r3_1.bim

– HapMap_3_r3_1.fam

By looking into file extension, BED FORMAT



Here we have sample DATA (as our studied cohort).  



Detection of LD, population stratification  (comes under Filteration step)
Lets Perform Quality filteration



Quality control processes

▪Missing genotype

▪Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

▪Minor Allele frequency

▪Linkage disequilibrium pruning



Missing genotype (1)



 Download Example files from website 

 Copy all Files in PLINK Directory 

plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_1 --missing  

 output: 
 plink.imiss and 
 plink.lmiss, 

 These files show respectively the proportion of missing SNPs per individual and the 
proportion of missing individuals per SNP.

Missing genotype (2)





# Generate plots 

indmiss<-read.table(file="plink.imiss", header=TRUE)
snpmiss<-read.table(file="plink.lmiss", header=TRUE)

hist(indmiss[,6],main="Histogram individual missingness")
#selects column 6, names header of file

hist(snpmiss[,5],main="Histogram SNP missingness")

#selects column 5, names header of file

Missing genotype (3)



Missing Rate Per Person (1)

 The initial step in all data analysis is to exclude individuals with too much
missing Genotype data.

 A line in the terminal will appear, indicating how many individuals were
removed due to low genotyping. If any individuals were removed, a file called
plink.irem will be created, listing the Family and Individual IDs of these
removed individuals.



# Delete individuals with missingness >0.02.
plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_1 --mind 0.02 --make-bed --out HapMap_3_r3_2

Missing Rate Per Person (2)



plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_2 --mind 0.2 --make-bed --out HapMap_3_r3_3

Missing Rate Per Person (3)



Missing Rate Per SNP (1)
▪Subsequent
automatically

analyses can be
the

set
basis

to
ofexclude  SNPs on

missing genotype rate, with the --geno option:
the default is to include all SNPS (i.e. --geno 1).
▪To
rate

include only SNPs with a 90% genotyping
(10% missing) use

▪As with the --maf option, these counts are
calculated after removing individuals with high
missing genotype rates.

--bfile file  --geno 0.1



plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_3 --geno 0.2 --make-bed --out HapMap_3_r3_4

Missing Rate Per SNP(2)



# Delete SNPs with missingness >0.02.
plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_4 --geno 0.02 --make-bed --out HapMap_3_r3_5

Missing Rate Per SNP : Delete SNPs



 Subjects who were a priori determined as females must have a F value of 
<0.2, and subjects who were a priori determined as males must have a F 
value >0.8. 

 This F value is based on the X chromosome inbreeding (homozygosity) 
estimate.

 Subjects who do not fulfil these requirements are flagged "PROBLEM" by 
PLINK.

plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_5 --check-sex 

Check for sex discrepancy





 # These checks indicate that there is one woman with a sex discrepancy, F value of 0.99. 

(When using other datasets often a few discrepancies will be found). 

Generate plots to visualize

gender <- read.table(file.choose(), header=T)

hist(gender[,6],main="Gender", xlab="F")

male=subset(gender, gender$PEDSEX==1)
hist(male[,6],main="Men",xlab="F")

female=subset(gender, gender$PEDSEX==2)
hist(female[,6],main="Women",xlab="F")

#READ plink.sexcheck



Visualization 



 Read plink.sexcheck file

 Select specific row (164) 

 Select first two column value 

Delete individuals with sex discrepancy (1)

 Store information in dd_filter.txt



 This command removes the list of individuals with the status “PROBLEM”.

Delete individuals with sex discrepancy (2)

plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_5 --remove dd_filter.txt --make-bed --out HapMap_3_r3_6 





GENOTYPES

Allele Frequency

Major and Minor Allele



 Suppose we have n individuals genotypes for N SNPs

 The genotypes correspond to a matrix X of size n x p

Genotypes specific SNP matrix  



Allele Frequency

▪To generate a list  of minor allele frequencies
(MAF) for each SNP, based on
sample:

all founders in the

▪ This will create a file: plink.frq with five columns:
CHR
SNP 
A1
A2
MAF

Chromosome
SNP identifier

Allele
Allele
Minor

1 code (minor allele)
2 code (major allele)
allele frequency

NCHROBS Non-missing allele count



 Once individuals with too much missing genotype data have been excluded,
subsequent analyses can be set to automatically exclude SNPs on the basis of MAF
(minor allele frequency).

 Include SNPs with MAF >= 0.05.

 The default value is 0.01.

Minor Allele Frequency (MAF)



plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_6 --freq --out MAF_check

Minor Allele Frequency (MAF)

 Minor allele frequency (MAF) is the frequency at which the second most
common allele occurs in a given population



Exercise : Visualize the MAF

 Read the MAF_check.frq

 Draw the histogram plot in R



Visualize the MAF

maf_freq <- read.table("/path/MAF_check.frq", header =TRUE) #change “path” with working directory

hist(maf_freq[,5],main = "MAF distribution", xlab = "MAF")



# A conventional MAF threshold for a regular GWAS is between 0.01 or 0.05,
depending on sample size.

# Remove SNPs with a low MAF frequency.

Filtration based on MAF

plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_6 --maf 0.05 --make-bed --out HapMap_3_r3_7



Count SNPs under MAF < 0.01 ?



▪To generate a list of genotype counts and Hardy-Weinberg 
test statistics for each SNP, use the option:

which creates a file: plink.hwe.
format

The file has the following

SNP
TEST
A1
A2
GENO

SNP identifier
Code indicating sample
Minor allele code
Major allele code
Genotype counts:11/12/22

O(HET) observed hetrozygosity
E(HET) Expected hetrozygosity
P H-W p-value

--hardy

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (1)



 Selecting SNPs with HWE p-value below 0.00001 

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (2)

plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_7 --hwe 1e-6 --make-bed --out HapMap_hwe_filter_step1



 Linkage disequilibrium (LD): This is a measure of non‐ random association between
alleles at different loci at the same chromosome in a given population.

 SNPs are in LD when the frequency of association of their alleles is higher than
expected under random assortment.

 LD concerns patterns of correlations between SNPs.



Linkage disequilibrium pruning (1)

▪Sometimes it is useful to generate a pruned subset of SNPs that are in
approximate linkage equilibrium with each other. This can be achieved via
two commands:

--indep which prunes based on the variance inflation factor (VIF), which
recursively removes SNPs within a sliding window;

plink --bfile HapMap_3_r3_7 --indep 100 5 2 --make-bed --out HapMap_3_r3_8



Linkage disequilibrium pruning (2)



Linkage disequilibrium pruning (3)

▪Each is a simlpe list of SNP IDs; both these files can subsequently be
specified as the argument for a -- extract or --exclude command.

▪The parameters for --indep are: window size in SNPs (e.g. 50), the
number of SNPs to shift the window at each step (e.g. 5), the VIF
threshold. The VIF is 1/(1-R^2) where R^2 is the multiple correlation
coefficient for a SNP being regressed on all other SNPs simultaneously.

▪That is, this considers the correlations between SNPs but also between

linear combinations of SNPs.



How many snp in LD with window size “150”,

“200” ?



which generates four output files:
plink.cluster0
plink.cluster1
plink.cluster2
plink.cluster3

that contain similar information but in different formats. The
The *.cluster0 file contains some information on the clustering process. This 
file can be safely ignored by most users.
The *.cluster1 file contains information on the final solution, listed by 
cluster.
The *.cluster2 file contains the same information but listed one line per 
individual

plink.exe --bfile HapMap_3_r3_8   --cluster

clustering



The *.cluster3 file is in the same format as cluster2 (one line per
individual) but contains all solutions (i.e. every step of the clustering
from moving from N clusters each of 1 individual (leftmost column
after family and individual ID) to 1 cluster (labelled 0) containing all N
individuals (the final, rightmost column)

Plink.cluster1

There is only one cluster.

What if we have more than one cluster? 



Three cluster

We will perform this
analysis in other R 

package



Association

▪Case/control

Analysis

▪Multiple-testing correction



plink.exe --bfile HapMap_3_r3_8   --assoc



plink.exe --bfile HapMap_3_r3_8 --assoc --adjust



Let us visualize GWAS result



LETS INSTALL R Pakcage

1. Open R window
2. Install.packages("qqman")
3. Load in library

library("qqman")



 manhattan(gwas, main = "Manhattan Plot", ylim = c(0, 10),col="blue")

gwas <- data.frame(read.table(file="plink.assoc",header=TRUE))



Unit of information in Bioinformatics



What ‘’unit of information’’ do we deal within
bioinformatics ? 





https://www.genome.gov/human-genome-project

https://www.genome.gov/human-genome-project




More information :

DNA sequence, RNA 
sequence, Protein

sequence





http://humanproteomemap.org/ (Human Proteome Map (HPM)

http://humanproteomemap.org/




Bioinformatics Significance



Changes in the number and order of genes (A-D) create genetic 
diversity within and between populations.



Why do we need DATABASES ?  



Genome sequencing generates lots of data



DATABASES 



What are Biological Databases??



Types of Biological Databases??



Interconnections between Databases



Primary Databases



 Sequence Information
 DNA: EMBL, Genbank, DDBJ
 Protein: SwissProt, TREMBL, PIR, OWL

 Genome Information
 GDB, MGD, ACeDB

 Structure Information
 PDB, NDB, CCDB/CSD

Classification : Primary Databases



The National Center for Biotechnology Information



Primary Databases - GenBank

 Database from NCBI, includes sequences from publicly available
resources



 Open « Gene » and Search KRAS 





Format 

Accession –
Key Identifier 

Species





Header stars with ‘’>’’ sign

•The FASTA format is now 
universal for all databases 
and software that handles 
DNA and protein sequences
•Specifications:

•One header line
•starts with > with a ends with [return]



https://www.rcsb.org/

Search ‘6Q6I’ : Lysine decarboxylase A from Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Classification: OXIDOREDUCTASE (type) 
Organism(s): Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Expression System: Escherichia coli

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/search/smartSubquery.do?smartSearchSubtype=StructureKeywordsQuery&display=true&struct_keywords.pdbx_keywords.value=OXIDOREDUCTASE&struct_keywords.pdbx_keywords.comparator=contains
https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/search/smartSubquery.do?smartSearchSubtype=TreeEntityQuery&t=1&n=287
https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/search/smartSubquery.do?smartSearchSubtype=TreeEntityQuery&t=1&n=562


OMIM database

• Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)

• ”information on all known mendelian disorders linked to over 12,000 
genes”

• “Started at 1960s by Dr. Victor A. McKusick as a catalog of mendelian
traits and disorders”

• Linked disease data

• Links disease phenotypes and causative genes 

• Used by physicians and geneticists

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim


OMIM-search results

• Look for the entires that link to the genes. Apply filters 
if needed

Filter results if known SNP is associated to 

the entry

Some of the interesting entries. Try to look 

for the ones with # sign



OMIM-entries



OMIM Gene ID -entries



OMIM-Finding disease linked genes



Secondary Databases



Secondary Database : PROSITE

 Open link  https://prosite.expasy.org/

 Search homeobox

https://prosite.expasy.org/


 Collection of various primary
databases sequences

 Renders sequence searching
highly efficient as it searches
multiple resources

Composite Databases



Other Databases



PubMed database
• PubMed is one of the best known database in the whole scientific 

community

• Most of biology related literature from all the related fields are being 
indexed by this database

• It has very powerful mechanism of constructing search queries
• Many search fields     ● Logical operators (AND, OR)

• Provides electronic links to most journals

• Example of searching by author articles published within 2012-2013

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
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Applications of Bioinformatics : Medical Implications

Pharmacogenomics
Not all drugs work on all patients, some good drugs cause death in 

some patients
So by doing a gene analysis before the treatment the offensive 

drugs can be avoided
Also drugs which cause death to most can be used on a minority to 

whose genes that drug is well suited – volunteers wanted!
Customized treatment

Gene Therapy
Replace or supply the defective or missing gene
E.g: Insulin and Factor VIII or Haemophilia
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Applications of Bioinformatics : Diagnosis of Disease

Diagnosis of disease
Identification of genes which cause the disease will help detect 

disease at early stage e.g. Huntington disease -

Symptoms – uncontrollable dance like movements, mental 
disturbance, personality changes and intellectual impairment 

Death in 10-15 years

The gene responsible for the disease has been identified

Contains excessively repeated sections of CAG

So once analyzed the couple can be counseled
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Applications of Bioinformatics : Drug Design

Can go up to 15yrs and $700million 

One of the goals of bioinformatics is to reduce the time and cost 
involved with it.

The process
Discovery
Computational methods can improves this

Testing



All about Post GWAS 



Post GWAS : Interpreting SNPs

Manual Search = No

Multiple softwares are available



IMPORTANT FINDING

Genomic Positions of SNPs



Genomic Positions of SNPs

Genic
SNPs

Non-
Genic
SNPs



SNPs list (rs ID)

Classification of SNPs (Based on Genomic Position)  



Why : From SNPs to Genes



 rs6311 and rs6313 are SNPs in the Serotonin 5-HT2A receptor gene on human 
chromosome 13.

 rs3091244 is an example of a triallelic SNP in the CRP gene on human chromosome 1.

 rs148649884 and rs138055828 in the FCN1 gene encoding M-ficolin crippled the ligand-
binding capability of the recombinant M-ficolin.

Examples: From SNPs to Genes



List of Data sources for Post GWAS



Post GWAS : Terminology

 Indels

 Epigenetic markers 

 eQTL

SNPs could be linked to epigenetic markers and regulate the expression of other genes



What are indels ?

 Indels can be contrasted with a point mutation. 

 An indel inserts and deletes nucleotides from a sequence, while a point mutation is a 
form of substitution that replaces one of the nucleotides without changing the 
overall number in the DNA.



eQTL

 SNPs can be located in gene regions or intergenic ones.

 eQTL= expression Quantitative Trait Locus.

 This is a genomic locus that influences the expression level of mRNA (how much a gene
is transcribed).

 This locus can be physically located close to the gene that gets regulated, or far away
(even on another chromosome).



Databases and Softwares



Databases and Softwares



Data bases and web servers  

 ENCODE 

 HelgoDB

 RegulomeDB

 UniprotKB

 ENSEMBL 

 FUMA 

Let us discuss : 



ENCODE: Encyclopedia of DNA Elements

https://www.encodeproject.org/

https://www.encodeproject.org/


Encode : Data structures 

Multiple resources

Multiple platform

Most of data represents



Let us use Encode 



Enter snp id : rs4846913

Click 

Go to link http://screen.encodeproject.org/



Select this row

Acetylation (AC) Chromatin markers 

Tri methylation (me3): Chromatin markers 





Go to link https://gtexportal.org/home/

Enter snp id : rs712 [Homo sapiens]

GTEx : Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx)

https://gtexportal.org/home/




Indicates snps has high expression in human blood and skin tissues 





https://www.ensembl.org/index.html

Ensembl Database

Variant annotation

https://www.ensembl.org/index.html


 The UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) is the central hub for the collection of

functional information on proteins, with accurate, consistent and rich annotation.

 In addition to capturing the core data mandatory for each UniProtKB entry

(mainly, the amino acid sequence, protein name or description, taxonomic data

and citation information), as much annotation information as possible is added.

Available at https://www.uniprot.org/

UNIPROT KB 

https://www.uniprot.org/




 Identifying causal variants remains a key challenge in post-GWAS (genome-wide 
association study) era, as many GWAS single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
(including imputed ones) fall into non-coding regions.

 Its  making it difficult to associate statistical significance with predicted functionality. 

 Therefore, researches  developed web-based multiple tools which overlays functional 
annotation information, such as histone modification states, methylation patterns, 
transcription factor binding sites, eQTL and higher-order chromosomal structure, to 
GWAS results.

Multiple web servers (for Post GWAS) 



 functional annotation information, such as 
histone modification states

 methylation patterns, 

 transcription factor binding sites

 eQTL and 

 higher-order chromosomal structure

Storage 

Webservers



https://pubs.broadinstitute.org/mammals/haploreg/haploreg.php

HaploReg web server  

https://pubs.broadinstitute.org/mammals/haploreg/haploreg.php




 It was developed to systematically mine chromatin state data, along with

conservation data and regulatory motif alterations.

 It uses Gtex , Encode databases in backend.

 Most importanlly, it gives motif based regulatory impact of SNPs

SNP causes 4 altered motifs due to change in nucleotide from G to T   

Advantage



RegulomeDB

Access to the database at http://RegulomeDB.org/

http://regulomedb.org/


 The integrated database is fully searchable using common variant formats (VCF, 

BED, GFF3, rsIDs) and through file upload of the same formats. 

Input Files Format 

rs33914668
rs35004220
rs78077282
rs7881236

VCF FORMAT  
rsID FORMAT  

BED FORMAT  



 The initial results table provides a list of the coordinates of the variants, a 

dbSNP rsID (if it exists), a score assigned by method, and links to external 

resources for each variant

 The list is sorted by classification scheme, with the SNVs most likely to be 

functional listed first. 

Output Files 



 This display includes six major categories: Protein Binding, Motifs, Chromatin

Structure, eQTLs, Histone Modifications, and Related Data (which includes gene

information and other manual annotations).

Click on each score one by one





Result indicate SNP is present in Gata Motif which could have regulatory impact on
the gene expresion



Result indicates SNP has chromatin regulatory impact



 An integrated database to quickly generate prioritized hypotheses for the function of
variants affecting both coding and noncoding regions in a genome by combining a large
array of data sources into a single, integrated database.

 In particular, it include extensive information on annotated and computed regulatory
elements in the human genome.

 Access to this novel approach via a simple and straightforward interface allows for easy
query submission, and the scoring system provides for instant classification of
significant variants.

 In addition, the SNV summary page will allow a user to quickly form a hypothesis as to
the true functional consequence of a variant.

 Database can also be used to annotate insertions and deletions.

Advantage of RegulomeDB



 Ward and Kellis (2012) published the HaploReg database which aims to provide

a similar annotation by providing an intersect of SNVs with chromatin state

(Ernst and Kellis 2010).

 RegulomeDB database provides additional information well beyond this by

prioritizing SNVs within general regulatory regions based on specific TF,

chromatin, eQTL, and PWM information.

 Furthermore, RegulomeDB allow for a query of personal SNPs which account

for a large proportion of variation in the population.

Comparision of HaploReg and RegulomeDB

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3431494/#B49
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3431494/#B14


rs4468290
rs11201609

How many of these SNPs alter motifs sequence ?



 GWAS3D: detecting human regulatory variants by integrative analysis of genome-
wide associations, chromosome interactions and histone modifications

http://mulinlab.tmu.edu.cn/gwas4d/gwas4d/gwas4d

GWAS3D/GWAS4D



From GWAS to Regulatory Function

 Majority of GWAS risk loci localize to the noncoding genomic region with gene
regulatory signal, suggesting that most trait/disease casual SNPs exert their
phenotypic effects by altering gene expression. GWAS4D systematically analyzes
GWAS summary data and identify context-specific regulatory variants by integrating
latest multidimensional functional genomics resources and our recently published
algorithms.

Context-dependent Prediction
 By incorporating roadmap 127 tissue/cell type-specific epigenomes data, GWAS4D 

uses joint likelihood framework to measure the regulatory probability of genetic 
variants in a context-dependent manner. It also estimates possible altered TFBSs 
using large-scale motif collections and annotates non-coding variant with 
comprehensive functional predictions.



Link Variant to Target
Connecting non-coding variant to their gene targets under particular chromatin
organization is crucial to understand variant regulatory mechanism. GWAS4D uniformly
processes Hi-C data and reports significant interactions at 5kb resolution across
tissues/cell types of multiple human organs and different development stages. It also
equips a highly interactive visualization function for variant-target interaction.



 Compared with recent software and databases such as HaploReg and RegulomeDB,

GWAS3D integrates more features and can be used in many scenarios.

 User can identify the most probable functional variant associated with interesting trait

in one risk locus or prioritize the leading variants when given a full list of GWAS result

or evaluate the deleteriousness of genetic variants affecting the gene regulation without

any prior effect.

 GWAS3D also provides flexible configurations, such as human population, cell type

specificity and TF family classification, for users to deal with different aspects of complex

disease/trait. For example, user may select a matched cell type/tissue satisfying with a

specific phenotype or manually define motifs of interested TFs used in following

scanning when considering the tissue specificity of TFs.

 Recently, researchers found that the disease/trait-associated variants are highly related

to active chromatin marks in relevant cell types. Therefore, these distinct features will

greatly facilitate the discovery of regulatory variants under particular condition.

Comparision with RegulomeDB and HaploReg



 The computational process of our system is real-time, which is different from

databases such as HaploReg and RegulomeDB, where the function annotations are

pre-computed and stored in the database in advance.

 Therefore, it can dynamically deal with the genetic variants input by users with

maximum flexibility.

 Despite large computational burden in the background when LD is considered, our

system can finish the job of a meta GWAS data set (thousands of variants with

moderate GWAS significance, P < 1.0 × 10−5) within a few hours even with LD from

the 1000 Genomes Project. It will be much quicker when using HapMap LD.

 To exploit the regulatory properties of personal genomics data, GWAS3D accepts

VCF-like format and can evaluate the deleteriousness of rare/novel variation

altering gene regulation associated with personalized trait.

Comparision with RegulomeDB and HaploReg



List of Tools 

As 
discussed

before

Analyses and 
visualization





 The gene analysis in MAGMA is based on a multiple linear principal
components regression model, using an F-test to compute the gene p-
value.

 This model first projects the SNP matrix for a gene onto its principal
components (PC), pruning away PCs with very small eigenvalues, and then
uses those PCs as predictors for the phenotype in the linear regression
model.

 This improves power by removing redundant parameters, and guarantees
that the model is identifiable in the presence of highly collinear SNPs.

Gene analysis



 To perform the gene-set analysis, for each gene g the gene p-value p g computed
with the gene analysis is converted to a Z-value z g = Φ−1(1 – p g), where Φ−1 is the
probit function. This yields a roughly normally distributed variable Z with
elements z g that reflects the strength of the association each gene has with the
phenotype, with higher values corresponding to stronger associations.

Gene-set analysis

 Gene based and Gene set based analysis are included as feature of
FUMA webserver



FUMA : interrogation of  GWAS



http://fuma.ctglab.nl/

http://fuma.ctglab.nl/


 The main purpose of FUMA is to use functional, biological information to
prioritize genes based on GWAS outcomes.

 FUMA consists of two separate process; SNP2GENE and GENE2FUNC.

 To annotate and prioritize SNPs and genes from your GWAS summary statistics,
go to SNP2GENE which compute LD structure, annotates functions to SNPs, and
prioritize candidate genes.

 You can then use the prioritized genes as input to GENE2FUNC to check
expression patterns and shared molecular functions between
genes. GENE2FUNC can also be used for any list of pre-selected genes (i.e.
created outside of SNP2GENE).

FUMA : Muti Steps



https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-017-01261-5

FUMA : Discuss

Ready to use FUMA Webserver !!!

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-017-01261-5


A

B

C







3. Set parameters
 On the same page as where you specify the input files,

there are a variety of optional parameters that control the
prioritization of genes.

 Please check your parameters carefully. The default
settings are to perform identification of independent
genome-wide significant SNPs at r2 0.6 and lead SNPs at
r2 0.1, to maps SNPs to genes up to 10kb apart.

 To filter SNPs by specific functional annotations and to use
eQTL mapping, please change parameters

 If all inputs are valid, 'Submit Job' button will be activated.
Once you submit a job, this will be listed in My Jobs.







FUMA : Parameter detail















Gene expression database used by Fuma 



Fuma : Genomic risk loci Identification



Fuma : Gene and Gene set analysis



Lets run SNP2GENE









Result



GWAS PLOTS 

Manhattan Plot (GWAS summary statistics)

Significant signals in chromosome 1 and 16  



GWAS PLOTS (gene based test)  

Gene name

Gene name



MAGMA gene set analysis

Defense response specific regulatory genes are highly
significantly OR in this data. 

Over represented Gene ontology :

Signifiant expression observed in Lung, Blood and 
spleen tissue. 



#Genomic risk loci 52

#lead SNPs 75

#Ind. Sig. SNPs 164

#candidate SNPs 8717

#candidate GWAS tagged SNPs 1247

#mapped genes 256

Summary of SNPs and mapped genes



Distribution of SNPs



Fuma : Regional Plots 





Moving from SNP2Gene to Gene2FUNC

Click 



Expression Heatmap plot Tissue specific Expression 

Dark red color : high expression SNPs encoding genes have significant expression in spleen tissue



Functional Enrichment plots 



Gene ID 

ANKRD44
FOSL2
RAP1GAP
CARMIL1
CACNA1S
CYLD
ATG16L1
DOCK3
TTC33
INSL6
ADCY7
NKD1
KSR1
OSMR
BABAM2
IFNGR2
IL23R
NOD2
SPNS1
FOSL1
TEX41
AL138720.1
AC067751.1
ZNF512
LINC00824
AP005482.1
AC007493.1
LINC02178
LINC02178
AF246928.1
ATG16L1
AC008703.1

Let us run Gene2FUNC





Significantly differentially expressed



Enrichment : plots 

there are two signifiant pathways

there are two signifiant gene ontology

Informations found in GWAS catalog



rs4468290 
rs11201609
rs4933212
rs701546
rs1241901
rs8087497
rs2409457
rs1666559
rs12943387
rs2036660

Exercise

1. Identify chromatin markers affected by given SNPs list.

2. How many of these SNPs alter the motif sequence?

3. Identify which tissue is differentially expressed due to 
given SNP list (convert SNPs to gene level/Use 
Gene2Func FUMA server).

4. Identify significant enriched Pathways based on the 
given list (convert SNPs to gene level/Use Gene2Func 
FUMA server) 


